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CASE REPORTS

Purple urine bag syndrome is a rare
manifestation of bacteriuria on bladder
catheter: case report
Othmane Mohib* , Thomas Roland, Margot Fontaine, France Laurent and Camelia Rossi

Abstract
Background: Purple urine bag syndrome (PUBS) is a complication of bacterial colonisation of bladder catheters in
which urine turns purple in the tubing, as well as in the catheter bag. This rare phenomenon can be very worrisome
and stressful for the patients and their families, as well as for the healthcare team taking care of them. Recognising
this complication is essential in order to avoid misdiagnosis and erroneous treatment. We report a case of PUBS in a
71-year-old female patient.
Case presentation: A 71-year-old woman with previous medical history of schizophrenia was admitted to the
emergency department for anorexia and suspicion of psychotic decompensation. Acute urine retention and rectal
faecal impaction were clinically suspected and confirmed by bladder ultrasound and rectal examination, respectively.
The patient underwent bladder catheterisation as well as a rectal enema. The day after her admission, our medical
team was approached by the nurse in charge of the patient because of purple urine in her catheter bag and tubing.
The diagnosis of PUBS was made with the help of the Oxford urine chart. A dipstick urinalysis revealed alkaline urine
(pH = 8), and the urine culture was subsequently positive for Proteus mirabilis, which is sensitive to quinolones, betalactams and nitrofurantoin. The bladder catheter was changed. The patient received empiric antibiotic therapy with
Levofloxacin 500 mg once daily. After obtaining the antibiogram, the targeted antibiotic therapy was adapted with
oral Cefuroxime 500 mg three times a day for a total duration of seven days of antibiotic therapy. There was no recurrence of purple urine.
Conclusion: PUBS is a rare complication of bacteriuria, which induces a purple colouration of the tubing as well as
the catheter bag. It is a simple spot diagnosis, as there is no other known cause of purple urine. This is why we believe
that the Oxford urine chart represents a very interesting and easily accessible tool to help clinicians to investigate any
abnormal urine colour.
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1 Background
Purple urine bag syndrome (PUBS) is a complication of
bacterial colonisation of bladder catheters in which urine
turns purple in the tubing as well as in the catheter bag.
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This rare phenomenon can be very worrisome and
stressful for patients and their families, as well as for the
healthcare team taking care of them.
This is a simple spot diagnosis [1]. Recognising this rare
complication is essential in order to avoid misdiagnosis
and erroneous treatment.
We report the case of a 71-year-old patient who presented with PUBS following a bladder catheterisation
during her stay in our internal medicine department.
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2 Case presentation
A 71-year-old woman with schizophrenia was referred
to the emergency department by her attending physician on suspicion of psychotic decompensation and
after having had anorexia for a month. The patient’s
medical history could not be taken because she presented with incoherent speech. On clinical examination, cachexia, signs of extracellular dehydration
and hypogastric abdominal pain with dull percussion
were observed. A bladder ultrasound revealed acute
retention of urine leading to indwelling bladder catheterisation. A rectal examination was then performed
and suggested a rectal faecal impaction, which could
be removed by a rectal enema. A routine blood test
revealed only a slight inflammatory syndrome as an
abnormality.
The day after the patient’s admission, our medical
team was approached by the nurse in charge of the
patient because of purple urine in her catheter bag and
tubing (Fig. 1).
The patient was afebrile and presented no specific
complaints.
The diagnosis of PUBS was made with the help of
the Oxford urine chart. A dipstick urinalysis as well
as a cytobacteriological examination of the urine
(CBEU), collected via the indwelling bladder catheter, was carried out and revealed alkaline urine
(pH = 8) with microscopic haematuria and leukocyturia without nitrites. The bladder catheter was changed
and the patient received empiric antibiotic therapy
with Levofloxacin 500 mg once daily. The urine culture was subsequently positive for Proteus mirabilis
(growth > 100,000 CFU/mL), which is sensitive to quinolones, beta-lactams and nitrofurantoin. After obtaining the antibiogram, the targeted antibiotic therapy was
adapted with oral Cefuroxime 500 mg three times a day
for a total duration of seven days of antibiotic therapy.
No recurrence of purple urine was observed.

Fig. 1 Purple urine in the catheter bag as well as the tubing
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3 Discussion
PUBS was first reported in 1978 in The Lancet [2].
Although this manifestation of bacteriuria is rare and
poorly reported, its prevalence in certain cohort studies
of patients with long-term bladder catheterisation has
been estimated at 9.8% in chronic care units and up to
42.1% in nursing and care homes [3, 4].
The physiopathological hypothesis (Fig. 2) held by the
authors is mainly based on the fact that the purple urine
is a mixture of indigo and indirubin, which are derivatives
of the metabolites of tryptophan. Ingested tryptophan is
deaminated by the digestive bacterial flora to produce
indole. The latter is transported in the portal circulation
to the liver, where it is conjugated with indoxyl sulphate.
Indoxyl sulphate is then secreted in the urine where it is
transformed into indoxyl by the sulphatases and phosphatases produced by certain bacteria. Particularly in
alkaline urine, indoxyl is oxidised to indirubin (red in
colour) and indigo (blue in colour). These two pigments
mix and react with the plastic of the tubing and the urine
bag, which contain polyvinyl chloride (PVC), leading to
the production of this purple tint in the urine. Many bacteria are associated with the occurrence of PUBS, mostly
gram-negative bacilli such as Escherichia coli, Enterococcus species, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Providencia stuartii,
Providencia rettgeri, Morganella morganii, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and Proteus mirabilis [5, 6]. It has nevertheless been established that not all bacteria of the same species produce sulphatases or phosphatases [5, 7, 8].
Many risk factors are associated with the occurrence
of PUBS, such as female sex, a diet rich in tryptophan,
constipation, chronic bladder catheterisation, use of PVC
plastic bladder catheters, alkaline urinary pH, high urinary bacterial load and renal failure [8].
Concerning the reported case, severe constipation
and rectal faecal impaction probably contributed to the
genesis of PUBS. This likely occurred, on the one hand,
by inducing acute retention of urine which may have
favoured the proliferation of Proteus mirabilis in the
urine, and, on the other hand, by promoting digestive
bacterial proliferation which may have increased the
deamination of tryptophan, thus increasing the substrate.
The female genitourinary system is anatomically disposed to UTIs. The use of a PVC plastic bladder catheter,
the alkaline urinary pH as well as the presence of a high
urinary bacterial load of Proteus mirabilis are other factors that contributed to the development of PUBS in our
patient. According to the patient’s daughter, the patient
did not benefit from a diet rich in tryptophan (dried
dates, milk, yogurt, cottage cheese, red meat, eggs, fish,
etc.) and only takes risperidone once daily, meaning that
these are not responsible for the changes in the colour
of the urine in this case. It is interesting to note that the
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Fig. 2 Physiopathological hypothesis of PUBS

appearance of PUBS probably requires the simultaneous
presence of several factors, and although alkaline urinary
pH appears to be a key component in the process of purple urine formation, a case of PUBS with acidic urine has
already been reported [9].
There are many aetiologies that can induce changes
in the colour of the urine, such as certain diets (e.g.
blackberries, beets, etc.), drugs (e.g. rifampicin, propofol, nitrofurantoin, etc.), hemoglobinuria, hematuria
or porphyria. Therefore, there is undoubtedly a risk of
erroneous diagnosis and, consequently, inappropriate
treatment. It seems advisable that an Oxford urine chart
has been developed to help the medical or nursing team
to orient themselves towards a set of suspected aetiologies based on the colour of the urine presented by the
patient [1]. In addition to the urine’s colour, the presence

of risk factors may also guide the diagnosis. We do not
find any other cause of purple urine in the literature other
than PUBS, so it is an easy clinical diagnosis. In case of
suspicion of PUBS, a dipstick urinalysis as well as a CBEU
must be carried out.
There is no evidence that the occurrence of PUBS as a
urinary tract infection (UTI) has a prognostic impact in
patients who develop this rare complication. However,
it seems that PUBS is grafted with an increased relative
morbidity based on rare cases described in the literature.
Indeed, it has been noted to have complicated into a vulvar abscess with multi-resistance to antibiotics [10] or
preceded the appearance of Fournier’s gangrene [11].
To date, there are no guidelines governing the management of PUBS. While the attitude of changing the bladder catheter seems to be unanimous, the initiation of
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antibiotic treatment remains contested and must be discussed on a case-by-case basis [12]. The indications for
antibiotic therapy could include symptomatic UTI, sepsis, immunosuppression or the extension of the infection by contiguity to neighbouring tissues [1, 13, 14]. The
benefit of antibiotic therapy in patients in palliative care
remains to be established, especially as antibiotic therapy in these patients can cause discomfort through side
effects [15].
We decided to treat our patient with antibiotic therapy
because she presented a biological inflammatory syndrome and could not express any urinary complaints
given her decompensated psychiatric pathology.
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4 Conclusion
PUBS is a rare complication of bacteriuria, which induces
a purple colouration of the tubing as well as the catheter bag. It is a simple spot diagnosis, as there is no other
known cause of purple urine. It is for this reason that
we believe that the Oxford urine chart represents a very
interesting and easily accessible tool to help clinicians to
investigate any abnormal urine colour. Given the lack of
clear recommendations for the management of PUBS, it
seems reasonable to change the bladder catheter and to
initiate antibiotherapy on a case-by-case basis, as was the
case for our patient.
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